
CALUM INGRAM
Calum Ingram is a Singer/Songwriter Cellist from Paisley Scotland. His music is heavily roots driven from Americana right through to Folk Rock. From his home in
Paisley, Scotland, Calum grew up with a rich mix of blues, Americana, folk and rock music. When his classical cello training at school collided with his dad’s Jimi

Hendrix records, a new and unique way to express his deep, heartfelt creativity was formed.
 

Armed with a 5 string NS Design electric cello and genre- blending style, Calum began a musical journey which took him from Paisley to the New School for Jazz
and Contemporary Music in Manhattan. Venturing deep into the New York music scene. Calum Ingram has supported the likes of blues rock legend Jack Bruce

and also tours regularly with platinum record selling artist Sandi Thom as part of her band. 
 

Calum’s classical cello training collided with the sound of his fathers Jimi Hendrix records — triggering a new and unique fusion of sounds which he used as an
outlet to express his honest, heartfelt creativity. Armed with a 5 string NS Design electric cello and genre- blending style, Calum began a musical journey which

took him from Paisley to the New School for Jazz and Contemporary Music in Manhattan. Venturing deep into the New York music scene.
 

Calum Frequents back fourth from New York City and Glasgow,Scotland on his exciting musical travels.Calum continues to inspire people and bring together
musicians of all styles and back grounds creating an exciting musical soup of sounds.Calum also recently appeared as a musical guest at Jack Bruce’s Tribute
Concert at The 02 Shepherds Bush Empire sharing the stage with legendary artists such as LULU, Mick Taylor, Eddi Reader and Ginger Baker. He is currently

working on new material with Grammy Award winning New York producer/engineer, Kirk Yano who has has worked with the likes of Mariah Carey, Public Enemy
and 2 Cellos.

 
Calum is now featured in the brand new Sky Arts series "Tony Visconti’s Unsigned Heroes” Which results in Legendary Drummer of The Police Stewart Copeland

teaming up with Calum for a very special performance.

For more information of Calum Ingram, please contact;
susan@23rdprecinctmusic.com
billy@23rdprecinctmusic.com
kayleigh@23rdprecinctmusic.com

His most recent tour of France and the UK
included a ten day festival “Le Blues Autour Du

Zinc “ in Beauvais  where he was the 2019
New found Featured Artist. This included
performing and doing workshops in local

schools, colleges and arena’s all over France. 
 

Calum also has a strong passion for working
and creating music with displaced musicians

and artists. He is involved in a project  in
Govan called “Musicians in Exile “ / Glasgow
Barons where he works as a group Facilitator

with various refugee’s and asylum
seekers.Communication and interaction with

people from all walks of life and cultures
continue to be big influences in his life, music

and songwriting.

KIRK YANO
"When You Practice
Hard. Great Things

Happen.
Good Luck on Your New

Adventure “Calum
Ingram”.

The Hard Work paid off."
NY-based recording engineer, with several

platinum, multiple grammy-winning and Gold
RIAA Awards and bassist. Kirk is also Calum

Ingram's mentor

LISTEN HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB4vZm_NPBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s39kGr7AX_k
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4MWim3XDNX3rYoNv8al7n0?si=tSu-UjlmQaC4bB7WKD5Plw

